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Summary & Learning goals

The students are introduced to 
using a design space as a 
generative tool for design of 
collaborative games.

Learning goals:
• Recognize a few gameplay 

design patterns that are relevant 
for the design of collaborative 
games
• Analyze how a framework in the 

form of a design space can be 
useful for design of a 
collaborative game
• Reflect on how gameplay design 

patterns can influence design of 
collaborative games



Recommended readings

• Eriksson, E., Baykal, G. E., Torgersson, O., & Bjork, S. (2021). The CoCe
Design Space: Exploring the Design Space for Co-Located
Collaborative Games that Use Multi-Display Composition. In 
Designing Interactive Systems Conference 2021 (pp. 718–733): 
Association for Computing Machinery.



Exercise

• Have a look at the CoCe design space and select at least one
gameplay design pattern from each of the four perspectives
• This can be done randomly or by picking patterns that seem promising

• Check the descriptions of the patterns at 
http://gameplaydesignpatterns.org
• Invent a concept for a co-located collaborative game that makes use

of the select patterns
• Check the CoCe framework to see if there are any more patterns that

are relevant for your design and list these

http://gameplaydesignpatterns.org/


Delivarable

• Prepare a few slides where you

• List the selected properties and values for your concept
• Give a brief presentation of your concept. Using one or more sketches 

can be a good idea.
• Describe how the selected gameplay design patterns affected your 

design concept

• Good luck!



Designing for Co-located Collaborative Games

• Presented the 
concept collaborative game
• Presented the concept 

gameplay design pattern

• Look at how patterns can be
used to form a design space
for collaborative games



The CoCe Design Space

• Four perspectives of collaborative games
where each perspective has several
dimensions
• A design space spanned by gameplay 

design patterns

• A tool for analysis and design



CoCe Design Space Overview
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The Game Components Perspective

• 3 dimensions
• Roles & Skills
• Actions
• Goals & Planning

• 28 patterns
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GAME COMPONENTS
Roles & Skills Actions Goals & Planning

H������
N�� ���������
I������� ���������
C��������� �����
T��� ������

G��� �����
F���� ����
M�������
M����������
O�������� � �����
C������
D�������� ����� �������
A��� C������
C����������

L�����
R��������
S����� R��������
S����� R������
T����������� I����
L��������
G��������� G��� W������
F��� G��� I����������
E������
N���P����� C���������
A�����
G��� S����� P�����
A���������� ������
I������� ���������

Table 6: Overview the perspective Game Components with the three dimensions Roles &Skills, Actions, Goals & Planning, and
patterns.

AESTHETICS
Game Space Social Interaction Game Components

T������
C������ G�������
C���������� G�������

C��������������
R��������� C������������ G�������M������

Table 7: Overview the perspectiveAestheticswith the three dimensionsGame Space, Social Interaction, Game Components, and
patterns.

5 TESTING THE DESIGN SPACE
The design space can be used as both an analytic and generative
tool in several di�erent ways for both analysis and (re-)design.
For analysing and comparing games one can map out the patterns
found in the games as done in Table 8. An analysis like this does for
instance seem to indicate some similarities as follows:M����������
G���� setup along with M������� G������� mechanics are com-
mon in the Game Space perspective. Besides, T���� and A��������
are commonly used as de�ning the Roles & Skills whileM�����
G���� are utilized to design Goals & Planning in the Social Interac-
tion perspective in common in these games. Moreover, G��� I����
andM������� occur customarily as part of Actions dimension and
L����� and O�������� are regularly used for designing the Goals
& Planning dimension in the Game Components perspective. Thus,
these patterns across the related dimensions and perspectives can
be interpreted as the fundamental components found in the design
space and regarded as the basics for implementation. Even with
these several similarities it is possible to observe a variety of Aes-
thetics across the three 4in1 games. On the other hand, the table also
indicates that the Roles & Skills dimension in Game Components
is largely unexplored. Furthermore, the Roles & Skills dimension
of the Game Components perspective has been weakly explored,
and Quadropong is the only instance for applying the N�� A����
����� pattern in this dimension among other 4in1 games. Another
inference could be seen when looking at the similarities between
StringForce and Cirkva where both games are designed by utilizing
many similar patterns including A������ and F���� L���, how-
ever in StringForce Goals & Planning are shaped through T�������

P������� in which players know the current state of the game
from the P�E as such, and bombs as O�������� create T������ for
the players as an Aesthetics, whereas in Cirkva players are required
to plan their actions according to some goals that are not immedi-
ately obvious to them in the P�E so they do S��������� P�������
which creates a C����������G������� experience for the players.

The design space can also be used as a generative tool for design
and re-design. One way to do this could be to pick some patterns
from the di�erent dimensions and use them as starting points for
design. A variation of this could be to start with an inspiring col-
laborative game and take the patterns it uses as a starting point.
For instance if one wants to develop an instance of A��������
D�������� G������� and P�E that allows E������������ to
the players then looking at the patterns commonly used in e.g.,
StringForce and Quadropong might be a useful starting point. This
could lead to that one for instance decides to design the Actions
dimension based on C������������A������ for Social Interaction,
andM���������� for Game Components. Besides, for designing
the Goals & Planning dimension T������� P������� for Social
Interaction and S����� R������ or S����� R�������� can be
utilized from the Game Components perspectives.

Finally, the design design space could be used for design and
re-design. One way to do this could be to look at patterns from
the various dimensions that are missing and examine if the current
designing could be improved by using them. As an example, some
L����� of Quadropong are designed almost the same on purpose
where only their mechanics are di�erent to provide the players
with both S�������� G������� and A��������� G������� ex-
periences within the same game. A re-design of StringForce could
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The Social Interaction Perspective

• 3 dimensions
• Roles & Skills
• Actions
• Goals & Planning

• 24 patterns

DIS ’21, June 28-July 2, 2021, Virtual Event, USA Eriksson, et al.

SOCIAL INTERACTION
Roles & Skills Actions Goals & Planning

T����
F��������� R����
A������
S����� ������
S�������� ������� ���������
P������
S����� �����
R����������
C���������
P��������� ���������
E������� �������
C���������
A��������

C������������ �������
A����������� ������������� �������
S�������� P����� R��������
A�������� �������

M����� �����
C��������� �����
S��������� �����
A��������� �����
S��������� ��������
P��������� �����
T������� ��������

Table 5: Overview the perspective Social interaction with the three dimensions Roles &Skills, Actions, Goals & Planning, and
patterns.

In the Roles & Skills dimension the only pattern that has been
explored so far is N�� A��������, which can be found in Quadro-
Pong, and which provides players with new actions to be performed.
This dimension lists patterns related to things like how the skills
of the players can change (e.g. I������� A��������), how they can
be identi�ed on screen (H������) or how they can combine their
e�orts to perform actions they would otherwise not be able to do
using T��� C�����. That several of the properties/patterns have
not been explored in any 4in1 game yet indicates directions for new
possibilities indicated by the design space.

The dimension Goals & Planning lists quite a few patterns that
span the space for components dealing with possible ways to create
goals and incentives for planning within 4in1-games. A very com-
mon approach is to divide games into L�����, often with increasing
di�culty. This has been explored in several 4in1 games, e.g. Tilt,
Laser Lunacy and QuadroPong. O�������� and E������ have been
explored in several 4in1-games for instance there are walls in Tilt
that blocks the way and the basic element in Slime Attack! is to
stop invaders. To handle these the players need to set up goals and
together make up a plan. S����� R������ can be used to create a
sense of achievement when a group reaches their goal, and to reach
the goal they might need to make use of their S����� R��������.
A �rst exploration of N���P����� C��������� has been done in
Laser Lunacy where a dwarf walks around and disturbs the players’
intentions. Laser Lunacy also makes use of T����������� I����
when the players need to exchange laser re-directing blocks to �nd
a joint solution to the game. One way to design for cooperation
might be using I������� C�������� to create a situation that re-
quires the players to rethink their strategies. A group of patterns
that have been rather little explored so far are patterns related to the
use of ������, with variants like A���������� A����� and G���
S����� P�����. Accordingly, this creates room for further explo-
rations in the design space with many possibilities for future work,
where game components can be introduced that force the play-
ers to create goals and make plans. Further, patterns such as F���
G��� I����������, L�������� and G��������� G���W������
generate occasions in gameplay environments to setGoals and stage
Planning for players and o�er unexplored possibilities for design.

4.4 Aesthetics
The perspective Aesthetics is here de�ned with inspiration from the
Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics (MDA) framework [37], meaning
Aesthetics are the responses evoked in the player. The patterns in
aesthetics are a result of the mechanical patterns implemented, and
which dynamics that have occurred, meaning what users do when
they use the system. The player responses can either be as emo-
tional responses such as T������ or behavioural responses such
as e.g. R��������� C������������. The perspective is spanned
by gameplay design patterns related to the dimensions Game space,
Social interaction, Game components, see Table 7.

Through playtests of various games (e.g. Quadropong, String-
force), we have studied how those games which allow players to
become skillful in repeatedly succeeding with challenges posed by
the game allow players to develop G������� M������ in them.
This is a consequence of that the game provides new challenges,
learning opportunities, or experiences when played again. By using
the three levels of collaborative interaction from Activity Theory
(AT) [2, 24] as a frame of reference (coordination, cooperation and
re�ective communication), di�erent types of collaborative interac-
tion that children engaged in when playing co-located collaborative
games have been studied in StringForce, Subventure and a non-
digital collaborative board game, Forbidden Island. The results show
that the children indeed can be engaged in coordination and co-
operation activities in all three games. However, engagement in
the highest level of collaboration, R��������� C������������, is
scarce, and appeared only in the traditional board game [5]. Further-
more, having di�erent Roles and Skills in performing the Actions
enhance the sense of C�������������� amongst the players in
accomplishing their Goals which also aligns with the �ndings by
El-Nasr et al. [65] for cooperative gameplay design patterns.

Through playtests, we can conclude that some of the games of-
fer the players C���������� G������� (Quadropong and Laser
Lunacy) in that players experience the gameplay as di�cult or
challenging their abilities and skills. However, we have not yet
explored C������ G������� where planning or performing ac-
tions is complex, or understanding the consequences of actions
are.
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